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Warfare is a constant theme in the Book of Mormon. Conflicts with varying motivations erupted between the Nephites and Lamanites from the beginning of their sojourn in the New World. Ultimately, the Nephites as a sociopolitical group were exterminated in one climactic battle when hundreds of thousands died in a single day. Have Mesoamerican archaeologists detected an intensity and scale of warfare great enough to account for the extermination of a people like the Nephites? Yes, there is now good reason to believe that the period when the Nephites were being destroyed by their enemies was characterized in southern Mexico and Guatemala by widespread disruption rather than an orderly evolution in the Classic era that once was the standard claim of archaeologists. The process of the complete destruction of the Nephites and their culture agrees with a recurrent pattern in Mesoamerican history.
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According to the Book of Mormon, the peoples it deals with were frequently at war. Warfare is a constant theme in the record. The compiler and editor, Mormon, was a lifelong soldier. Approximately one-third of the text relates directly or indirectly to military matters. Lamanites attacked Nephites and vice versa throughout most of their joint history, Mulekites fought among themselves for a time (see Omni 1:17), and battles among the Jaredites started not long after their arrival and continued until their final destruction (see Ether 7:3–5).

For much of the 20th century the Book of Mormon account appeared to contradict the picture of warfare in the culture of ancient Mesoamerica, the apparent area where the Nephites dwelt. The common view of the experts at that time was that the Maya and other peoples in that isthmus zone lived particularly peaceful lives. Armed conflict on a sizable scale was supposed to have been a development that took place only long after the Nephites were exterminated. But during the final three decades of the 20th century, archaeologists found it necessary to revise that view.

In the last 15 years point after point has emerged on which the archaeologists’ findings concerning Mesoamerican combat agree with Book of Mormon statements about military action. While it was established by the 1980s that warfare of significant scale had occurred in general within Book of Mormon times, the detailed chronology of such wars remained somewhat vague, and the extreme conditions pictured in the books of Ether and Mormon, where entire peoples were exterminated after their last desperate defensive measures failed, had not been documented from the excavated remains. Now, however, even those ultimate conditions have come to light as characteristically Mesoamerican. More than ever we can discern that the Book of Mormon relates events and circumstances that are in no way surprising in the history of Mesoamerica. This article updates the process of relating contemporary archaeological findings to what we learn from the Nephite record.

In order to appreciate the new discoveries in relation to Nephite history, it is necessary for us to take a fresh look at Nephite-Lamanite fighting in terms of the motives and intentions that moved them. We will also pin down the dates when Mesoamerican fighting patterns are visible and see how that information compares with the Nephite battles at Cumorah and earlier.

**The Rising Scale and Changing Nature of War in the Book of Mormon**

The Lamanites began attacking the Nephites within a few decades after 600 B.C. (see 2 Nephi 5:34). In those early days the populations involved would have been small. Consequently, the fraternal conflicts could only have amounted to occasional raids rather than systematic military campaigns (see Jacob 7:24–25). The two groups occupied different ecological zones, an upland mountain zone for the Nephites and lowland coastal area for their rivals (see 2 Nephi 5:24; Enos 1:20–21). Thus they were not in economic competition. The Lamanites’ intention was obviously to destroy their rivals’ leaders—Nephi and Jacob (the chief priest)—and their descendants. For the Nephites we discover no hint of any motive except preservation of their people, goods, and lands.

The record also implies that internal quarrels split the Nephite faction (see Jarom 1:10–13; note the expression “contentions, and dissensions”). Around 200 B.C. a Nephite party under Mosiah, fled their home in the land of Nephi and traveled for a considerable distance to where they met and combined with “the people of Zarahemla,” a different ethnic and linguistic group (see Omni 1:12–18). As the population of the combined Nephites and Mulekites on the one hand and the Lamanite faction on the other hand increased, the scale of their conflicts also escalated. The Lamanites continued to be the aggressors. Battles became increasingly bloody; by around 85 B.C. the total number of people slain in one complicated two-day engagement was too many to count but far exceeded 20,000 (see Alma 3:1).

The Lamanite motive early on was to avenge the mistreatment they claimed their ancestors had suffered at the hand of Nephi, first king over the Nephites. They charged that he stole the family record and the tokens of legitimate rulership; together those objects would have legitimated rule by La-man’s descendants over a combined confederation of Lehi’s descendants (see Mosiah 10:15–17). The early wars were mainly angry lashings out justified by the aggressors in terms of this virtually mythical offense.

When ambitious Nephite dissenters began to influence the Lamanites, the aims of combat became more complicated. Not only did the descendants of Laman and Lemuel still want to gain the overall governing power, they also sought material bene-
fits—wealth (for their rulers at least). While the psychology of blood feud continued in the dissenters’ propaganda, which they used to whip up the feelings of the reluctant Lamanite masses (see Alma 48:1–4; Amalickiah “began to inspire the hearts of the Lamanites against the people of Nephi. . . . He . . . hardened the hearts of the Lamanites and blinded their minds, and stirred them up to anger”), that extreme aim was tempered by those ambitious men’s desire to milk the Nephite masses as a subject population rendering tribute. The prospect of obtaining Nephite property and people as a source of wealth rose to form a major basis for carrying on war.

Note that those people were living in desperate, violent times. Even the great Nephite leader Moroni could fall into the hatred rhetoric of the day. In a chilling forecast of the total Cumorah slaughter still four centuries ahead, he threatened the Lamanite king, Nephite dissenter Ammoron, that if he did not cease his campaign of attempted conquest he would turn the tables on him: “I will come against you with my armies; yea, even I will arm my women and my children . . . , and I will follow you even into your own land, yea, and it shall be blood for blood, yea, life for life; and I will give you battle even until you are destroyed from off the face of the earth. Behold I am in my anger, and also my people” (Alma 54:12–13).

By early in the first century a.d., shortly before the crucifixion of the Savior, the troublemakers were still waving the old flag of ethnic hatred when it was useful to them. For example, dissenter and robber chief Giddianhi recited the old litany against the Nephites—“knowing of their [the Lamanites’] everlasting hatred towards you because of the many wrongs which ye have done unto them” (3 Nephi 3:4). But the countermotive is revealed in the invitation to the Nephite rulers to “unite with us and become acquainted with our secret works, and become our brethren that ye may be like unto us—not our slaves, but our brethren and partners of all our substance” (3 Nephi 3:7). They faced the paradox that extermination of the Nephites would rob them of subjects who could be a source of the wealth that taxation or tribute payments would bring them in perpetuity.

As a result of the great destruction that took place at the time of the crucifixion, both of the motives for war that had prevailed were suddenly eliminated. The peaceful teachings of the Savior became dominant equally among those who had constituted the Nephite victims and among the descendants of those who had been Lamanite aggressors. The old feud lost its meaning in the light of the new faith (see 4 Nephi 1:15–17). Meanwhile, the new social and economic order shut down the political and economic motives to conquer and exploit (see 4 Nephi 1:2–3). A peaceful interlude of nearly three centuries followed.

Warfare was renewed soon after a.d. 300 (see Mormon 1:11). It hardly ceased over the next 80 years, at which point the historical record effectively ended (see Mormon 8:6–8).

All told, the Nephite account tells of 92 battles between Lamanites and Nephites, but only near the end did annihilation of the enemy become a realistic goal (see Mormon 4:23; 5:2; 6:6). Clearly by the time of the Cumorah battle, conditions had set the stage for armed conflict and social chaos at a new, more terrifying level.

After the renewal of war early in the fourth century a.d., wholesale destruction, not just conquest and exploitation, became the aim of the Lamanite aggressors. At that point the victims had to either flee or die (see Mormon 2:3–8), whereas a few centuries before they only had to subject themselves to the new rulers to be left relatively undisturbed so long as they paid up. Nearing the final conflict at Cumorah, the wars became even more decimating and merciless (see Moroni 9:7–19). At length, around a.d. 380, the Nephites as a sociopolitical group were exterminated in one climactic battle wherein hundreds of thousands died in a single day (see Mormon 6:11–15).

We must note carefully, however, that the extermination of the Nephite group was only one episode in a widespread pattern of social and political collapse that was going on around them. Soon after the renewal of the Nephite-Lamanite wars, around a.d. 330, Mormon reported that “the land was filled with robbers and with Lamanites; . . . therefore there was blood and carnage spread throughout all the face of the land, both on the part of the Nephites and also on the part of the Lamanites; and it was one complete revolution throughout all the face of the land” (Mormon 2:8). Seventy years later, Moroni, the last custodian of the Nephite record, reported that his extinct people’s enemies were engaged in fighting that was “exceedingly fierce among themselves” (Moroni 1:2). “The Lamanites [and, he implies,
independent robber groups] are at war one with another; and the whole face of this land is one continual round of murder and bloodshed; and no one knoweth the end of the war” (Mormon 8:8–9). So the Nephite retreat and defeat constituted only one episode within a more general pattern of widespread social and political degeneration quite unlike the less sharp conflicts of earlier times.

The Old View of War in Mesoamerica

Most students of the Book of Mormon who have approached its history on a scholarly basis agree that the scene where the Nephites dwelt was Mesoamerica (southern Mexico and northern Central America). Consequently, what is known about warfare in that area is what we can best compare to the fighting reported in the Book of Mormon.

Two or three generations ago, to maintain the Mesoamerican view of Book of Mormon geography posed a problem in relation to ancient warfare for Latter-day Saints who were trying to understand how the Nephites and Lamanites fit into ancient America. When I began studying Mesoamerican culture history 50 years ago, it was the universal view of archaeologists that no evidence existed for warfare during the Book of Mormon period (before A.D. 400). Instead it was claimed that the Maya, the most studied people of the area, who had inhabited many cities of eastern Mesoamerica during the period from about A.D. 300 to 900, were strictly peaceful. Leading authority Sylvanus G. Morley saw them being led by “priest-kings, gentle men without egos, devoted to prayer and temple building.” Such inscriptions as had been deciphered, Morley claimed, tell “no story of kingly conquests, recount no deeds of imperial achievement.”7 His classic book, The Ancient Maya (1946), did not even index the words war or warfare. Most other scholars echoed his respected viewpoint.8 The military orientation of Mesoamerican society that the Spaniards found when they invaded in the early 1500s was supposed to have arisen only around A.D. 1000.9

Yet today the picture of those supposedly peaceful Maya leaders and their people that was held by the early archaeologists has changed totally. Now those rulers are characterized in this manner: “Egomaniacs all, they warred incessantly and sacrificed prisoners to build prestige.”10 How did such a drastic turnaround develop in the views of scholars?

Archaeological Facts vs. Fashions in Archaeological Interpretation

The information that archaeologists find is always incomplete; in fact, what has been learned from excavations is never more than a fragment of what exists in the ground. In turn, the little that we today can ever recover of yesterday’s remains is a minute indicator of the actual lifeways of an ancient people. In attempting to make sense of the limited information about life at any given moment in history, archaeologists (and equally historians and other students of the past) start their interpretations where previous workers left off. A competent archaeologist moves cautiously, starting with the body of data that predecessors have made available as well as with the interpretive theories about the facts that their mentors have passed on to them. Regrettably, those previous views have tended to bind the minds of those making new discoveries. In order to overthrow established ideas, a great deal of new information must be accumulated that proves the old interpretations were inadequate.

The notion that warfare was absent until late in history—both in the Maya area and in Mesoamerica more broadly—always seemed suspect to some thinkers. After all, war has been pretty much a constant in every other civilization in the world. Why would Mesoamerica be the only exception? But the guardians of the interpretive status quo were so vigorous in rejecting new ideas that it took a long time for findings contrary to their pacifistic model to prove decisive.

The Paradigm Changes

In the 1950s archaeologist Robert Rands showed that the monument art of the Maya displayed a consistent pattern showing lords treading on rival warriors, presumably while crowing about their victories. But Rands’s work was not published, so it was ignored.11 The first major turnaround came with highly convincing research reported in 1976 by David L. Webster. At the site of Becán in the heart of the Yucatan Peninsula,12 he not only demonstrated that a large city had been extensively fortified during the supposedly peaceful Classic era, but he also determined that the date when the protective deep ditch and wall had first been constructed was far earlier. Becán’s defenses were probably built between A.D. 250 and 300, though Webster could not rule out the pos-
sibility that the true date was between A.D. 100 and 250. (Exact dates of many remains have yet to be pinned down precisely, although current estimates are more or less accurate.)

Progress in reading the Maya hieroglyphic inscriptions in the 1960s and 70s began to raise questions from a different angle about the theory of the peaceable Classic-Period Maya. That deciphering made clear that at least local wars were regularly fought during the Classic era, especially after A.D. 650. But most scholars remained reluctant to fully change their interpretation about peace and war in Mesoamerica. As late as 1994 a standard textbook, the updated fifth edition of Morley’s The Ancient Maya, still insisted that the “Maya did not practice large-scale warfare for conquest or other political ends, but instead limited conflict among polities, both in scale and in scope. But as the Classic period wore on, conflict certainly grew in intensity. . . . Still, for most of the Classic period, the primary objective of conflict was the demonstration of dominance by the taking of tribute and sacrificial captives from neighboring polities.” 14 In other words, the claim now went, they played games of war but did not get really serious about it.

Mesoamerican Warfare in the Time of the Nephites

What was learned at Becán about the surprisingly early date for its fortifications was reinforced by new research done elsewhere in Mesoamerica. Angel García Cook demonstrated in the 1970s that the territory of the modern states of Tlaxcala and Puebla, east of Mexico City, displayed many fortified sites and other evidence of wide political disruption, particularly after A.D. 100.15 Meanwhile, the center of that great metropolis Teotihuacan, in the Valley of Mexico, now appears to have been torched around A.D. 475–500, and the city fell to some sort of revolution or invasion at that time rather than in the eighth century, as most archaeologists have believed.16

Other areas have revealed their own evidence of unexpectedly early warfare. In the Mexican state of Chiapas, the Central Depression area was largely abandoned after about A.D. 350 or 400,17 an event certain to have come about only through war. Furthermore, in neighboring highland Guatemala new evidence shows the rise of hostilities as early as between 200 and 100 B.C. By the second century A.D., a military confrontation is indicated between some unlabeled group from the western Guatemalan highlands and the people at Kaminaljuyu, the political and demographic center of the area (and considered by many Latter-day Saints to have been the city of Nephi).18 Fortifications were erected at the big capital site against the threat of armed attack from some (presumably nearby) neighbor. All told, Juan Antonio Valdés concludes, “Around A.D. 200, the principal center of the highlands was passing through one of the worst socioeconomic moments of its history, a factor that resulted in a cultural decline of the sites in the Central Highlands area.”19 (We keep in mind that these dates may need modest readjustment as we learn more.)

The list of new discoveries goes on. In the Pacific lowlands of Guatemala, around A.D. 200 or a little before, a military expansion by a group pressing eastward from the western part of today’s
Guatemala has become evident. The large site of Balberta, then an active city, was separated from the aggressors only by a river and had been fortified with a ditch and wall. Back in the Maya lowlands, R. E. W. Adams’s Rio Azul project turned up other evidence of warfare and sociopolitical disruption dated to the end of the Pre-Classic (around A.D. 200–300). Adams’s workers found little rural population around his site in the fourth century A.D. A motivating factor for people’s moving into the city was thought to have been to seek protection from warfare.

These very recent findings suggest a picture of warfare and sociopolitical disintegration at the very beginning of the period that the older archaeologists used to think of as peaceful. This also happens to be the time period when, according to Mormon’s record, the Nephites were driven out of their homeland and “one complete revolution” was going on “throughout all the face of the land” (Mormon 2:8). What forces lay behind what was going on? Was all this simply a matter of “Lamanites” hating “Nephites”? Or were there larger causes for this time of troubles than simply interethnic friction here and there?

A Broader Picture

While further documentation of the same sort of local conflict conditions from other regions or sites could be provided, certain researchers have been considering the evidence for this newly recognized period of troubles on a scale that encompasses all of southern Mesoamerica. The archaeological record now indicates that the transition from the end of the Late or Terminal Pre-Classic period into the Early Classic (from possibly a little before A.D. 100 to past 400) is fraught with disorder involving war and more. Bruce Dahlin and colleagues have gone so far as to explain what was happening as “a collapse of Terminal Preclassic” (i.e., of the civilization existing in Mesoamerica during the period of 4 Nephi 1:22 to Mormon 6:15). They see this collapse as involving “severe population reductions, site abandonments, an increasing Balkanization [i.e., fragmentation into very local styles] in material culture, and disruption of interregional communication networks.” The effects of this collapse in southern Mesoamerica around A.D. 200–400 were almost as calamitous as those resulting from the [more famous] collapse of Late Classic Maya civilization centuries later. Juan Antonio Valdés tends to agree about the scale and nature of the cultural disruption seen by Dahlin.

Dahlin thinks this revolutionary destruction of the old cultures resulted from climatic change, which in turn provoked extensive movements of population from place to place, as well as to warfare, plagues, shifts in trade routes, and so on. Researchers have indeed found evidence for changes in climate; drought afflicted parts of the area beginning as early as the first century B.C. and grew worse until A.D. 300–400 before starting to reverse itself around A.D. 500. Perhaps the severe drought recorded in Helaman 11:4–13 and the deforestation of the land northward emphasized in Helaman 3 were precursors in the Nephite record of the advent of this era of climatic stress.

Book of Mormon Warfare Fits the New Picture

These research findings go a long way toward changing the
antiquated picture that claimed Mesoamerican civilization had progressed smoothly and peacefully from Pre-Classic into the Classic. There is good reason now to believe that the very period when the Nephites were being harried to destruction by their enemies was characterized in southern Mexico and Guatemala by widespread disruption rather than that orderly evolution into the Classic era that once was the standard claim of archaeologists. The destruction of the Nephite tribe or faction looks characteristic of that period in Mesoamerica in the same way as the Mormon pioneer trek to the Great Basin was a type of the broader historical migration westward across North America in the 19th century.

Is the Last-Ditch Warfare and Ethnic Extermination in the Book of Mormon Credible?

This issue had not been addressed until very recently. The question is, was the intensity and scale of the warfare detected by archaeologists in Mesoamerica ever great enough to account for the extermination of a people like the Nephites? Now the answer is a clear-cut yes.

Of particular relevance is work directed by Professor Arthur Demarest of Vanderbilt University. Under the title of the Petexbatun Regional Archaeological Project, personnel from Vanderbilt and other institutions worked in northern Guatemala from 1989 to 1996. Analysis and writing up the results have continued since then. The Petexbatun area (see map on p. 52) where they chose to work was already known to include sites with defensive walls. Sensitive to the skittishness with which many Mayanist scholars still viewed the question of warfare, Demarest’s group took unusual precautions to get abundant and detailed data on the scale of ancient warfare for which they might find evidence.

The new discoveries reflect what happened in the eighth and ninth centuries a.d. That is not, of course, the same historical period—the range between a.d. 200 and 400—that we have been talking about and that included the Cumorah conflict. Yet the results from the Petexbatun excavations shed strong new light on the nature and scope of Mesoamerican wars. What the project found is that a whole region’s population had been virtually destroyed by “a state of endemic siege and fortification warfare.” Hasty fortifications were thrown up in cities and villages of the area around a.d. 760. Based on deciphered inscriptions probably dated to a.d. 761, the regional capital, the ruined city now called Dos Pilas, was overrun by attackers (probably from the nearby site called Tamarindito). That historical crisis left behind only straggling remnants of the Dos Pilas area’s population huddled together in a few defensive strong points. Within a few years the remaining population in the region became “balkanized” into a series of tiny mini-kingdoms, in some cases hardly more than a single settlement in size. The little settlements perched atop the most naturally defensible hilltops, but farmers were left at peril from raiding parties if they went out to till their fields. Each petty lord over these groups may have assumed that with luck he could become master of the whole region and live in prosperity like the lords of Dos Pilas before their fall. But they were left without sufficient resources to carry on anything like the level of civilization from which they had recently fallen. Within decades the population of the area declined drastically. Only 5 to 10 percent of the original population remained. The villages represented all the political structure left after the socioeconomic disintegration. Meanwhile, however, a few hundred miles away through the jungles, other regions were apparently still flourishing.

It took about 70 years to play out the whole process in the Petexbatun territory (the Nephites’ decline and disappearance took a little over 60 years). The Petexbatun rulers left were only pitiful versions of the proud, wealthy masters who had controlled the area’s cities a few generations before. Yet even after their zone had been destroyed as a social entity, the remnants could still huff and puff and hustle about in small-scale wars and commerce that were sort of ghostly imitations of what had been earlier. The Nephites spared by the Lamanites in the wake of their final retreat because they did “deny the Christ” (Moroni 1:2), as well as those who “deserted over unto the Lamanites” (Moroni 9:24), probably lived in tenuous conditions rather like the eighth-century survivors of Dos Pilas—alive but troubled by the social catastrophe that had hit them.

For generations Mesoamerican archaeologists had spoken of the great “collapse of the Maya” in the southern lowlands of the Yucatan Peninsula that took place about a.d. 830–900 as though it were a unique event. But now we are discovering that such historical crises in the Mesoamerican sequence owing to warfare, social chaos, and depopulation were not limited to that one most-
discussed event. As we have seen, the Petexbatun debacle of the period A.D. 760–830 has proved to be a precursor or virtual rehearsal for the wider collapse from 830 on that left desolate most of the other southern Maya cities.

Two other regions display similar evidence for wars of annihilation. In one case 10 fortified sites in the northwestern Yucatan plains that probably date to about A.D. 900 have been investigated by archaeologist Bruce Dahlin. Most of them are marked by makeshift barricades thrown up to defend against invasion. In some cases the thrown-together walls were of material scavenged from nearby structures, but the defenses were not even finished before they failed. Furthermore, they were left in place, from which Dahlin concludes those settlements must have been abandoned suddenly and not reoccupied—that is, their condition was a result of “military defeat in wars of annihilation.”

A similar picture has emerged for the Puuc region of Yucatan. That zone had prospered temporarily even while the Maya cities in the south that centered on the great site we call Tikal were dying. Markus Reindel now postulates for the Puuc “a sudden collapse” and abandonment of its cities by the ruling elite around A.D. 900–925.

In addition, there are reasons to believe that the pattern of military catastrophes began back in the days of the Jaredites. Some Olmec sites and art from the era before 500 B.C. seem to show destructions that could also prove to be due to the annihilation of those who built the fortifications.

**Summary**

The interpretive model of Mesoamerican development or history held by earlier generations of archaeologists assumed slow evolutionary changes taking place over four millennia. Interpretive speculation relied on unsupported idealization of the Mesoamericans as living peaceful, religion-laden lives under benign priest-rulers. Insufficient detail was known to allow constructing genuine *Mesoamerican* history in the normal use of the word *history*. In recent years a dimension has emerged that recognizes the presence of ambitious, chiefly rulers who used limited warfare for their glorification. But massive fighting and ethnic-based hatred and conflict have not been seen as part of history in this area. The kind of history we are used to from Old World centers speaks of particular kings and civilizations that rise and fall not according to some evolutionary metronome but in step with widespread social, economic, ideological, and perhaps natural forces. But finally Mesoamerican scholarship is approaching a stage where it is legitimate to propose that that area’s past be interpreted in the same terms as, say, Egyptian or Greek or Chinese history. That is, the past may be seen as a stream of events punctuated by periods of peace followed by wars, demographic crises, and ethnic and political conflicts. Details of this history remain to be worked out as the exact chronology is sharpened. Yet one thing is sure. The days when vague terms like *Formative* and *Classic* had to serve in lieu of real event-full history are coming to an end. And warfare has been found to play a key role in that history.

**Implications for the Book of Mormon**

The material discussed in this article sheds light on two aspects of the Mesoamerican past that potentially tie in with the Book of Mormon story. The
first is that, for the first time in the history of archaeological research on Mesoamerica, we can see a period of some two centuries just preceding the Nephite destruction when revolutionary change in society, economy, and government was under way in connection with intensive warfare. The peaceful Classic Period proves to have been a fantasy. The new research shows that the chaotic, violent milieu depicted by Mormon for the fourth century actually did prevail on a wide scale in southern Mesoamerica. The second point is that archaeological evidence now shows that peoples or ethnic groups were not only subject to the uncomfortable consequences of war that we normally expect, but they, like other Mesoamericans of their time, could face ultimate extermination by their enemies.

The results of the Petexbatun Project and other recent research signify for the history of the Nephites that the final fate depicted for that people in Mormon's record need not be considered fictional nor a mere case of overdrawn military rhetoric. Instead it has the earmarks of genuine Mesoamerican history. What happened to the Nephites was not a unique occurrence. In light of recent evidence, the process of the complete destruction of the Nephites and their culture agrees with a recurrent pattern in Mesoamerican history.

We do not yet have evidence from excavation that dates to the place and precise date of the last battle at Cumorah. But the pattern of war and social collapse already demonstrated thrusts the final Nephite experience into a realm of realism so that the possibility of digging up concrete evidence of the military demise of Mormon's people some four centuries earlier than those at Dos Pilas becomes thinkable.
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